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ABSTRACT
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI7) is a very powerful imaging technique for the assessment of stroke
aetiology (Condition) and brain imaging. Another class of MRI is ultrahigh frequency based MRI using 7
Tesla is now developed by seamen’s for better imaging in humans. This study examines these MRI. This
article highlights an alternative approach, denoted “interval monitoring,” whose aims is related with more
timely detection of tumor cancer changes. The conceptual background and the computational realization
of the proposed method are outlined, and its application is illustrated by an empirical example from the
image-based photo science, cancer registry of America. Monitoring of cancer patient survival is the first
step of its cure so across the globe practice routinely employed by many cancer registries, which is an
essential component for its cure. However, changes in prognosis over time are disclosed with
considerable delay, with traditional methods of monitoring cumulative survival. Our study took sequence
of MRI images, GMPLS function locate the cancer after filtering and skeletonization. This study saves
time and difference for calculation of cancer equation. This study uses statistical technique to get the
desired matrix, further its inverse provides us real time mathematical equation which is unique for each
patient. Further survivor analysis is employed to achieve the break or death of subject. The Aim of this
research is to provide unique mathematical model of a cancer patient, provides real time graph about
cancer health and survivor function depicts the death of subject respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic possesses have shown that they are very useful in applied probability, statistics, reliability,
operation research, economics, and other related fields and medical science sciences, especially reliability
analysis[1]. Various types of stochastic orders and associated properties have been developed rapidly over
the years [2]. Medical imaging provides meaningful information about the patient health. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the eminent technology across the globe,3 Tesla (T) is one of the best
examples and proved it has powerful imaging and diagnosis technology. MRI is also helping us to
highlight infarct morphology and stroke etiology .Siemens Corporation provides a new technology called,
ultrahigh-field (UHF) MRI at 7 T has been available for cancer imaging further it shows relevant
diagnostic benefits brain, breast cancer, tumors, cerebral abnormalities, Parkinson's disease and
sclerosis[3][4]. However, this technology is not yet available for routine practicing, research is
undergoing that’s why it’s not public. In this study we will explore the mathematical algorithm and
related results.
a) Mathematical Model:
Here we will use difference of quotient method and compare the tumors results in terms of time. This
estimation can be done using two columns e0(n) and q1(n). The relationship between these columns is as
follows.
ek(n)- ek-1(n+1)= qk(n+1)- qk(n),
qk+1(n)- ek(n)= ek(n+1)- qk(n+1),
Spatial transformations: Forward mapping in tumors [4][5]
(x,y) = T{(u,v)}, that maps points from one space (input space) to another (output space). The most
obvious procedure is called forward mapping. It works as follows: Consider each input image pixel in
turn. For each input image pixel:






Determine its location in an image, (uk,vk).
Map that location with recent image (xk,yk) = T{(uk,vk)}.
Figure out recent image pixel info with previous image (xk,yk).
Copy the input pixel value to that recent image pixel.[6][7]

Figure 1, given below illustrates the procedure:
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Figure 1.Spatial mapping of tumors.

Size of cancer can be estimation by using the following relationship V=

.

.

, further the

relationship will be used to get the actual number of cancer cells, so the relationship is as follows
=

.
.

.

or

=

.

.

[7] .This relationship depicts total actual no of tumour cells, as we

know that 1 gram of tumour is equal to 109cells. The following Table.1 shows the interval, time and
physician prescription. Survival analysis involves the modelling of time verses event data; in this context,
death or failure is considered an "event" in the survival analysis. Traditionally only a single event occurs
for each subject, after which the subject is dead or break.
The object of primary interest is the survival function, conventionally denoted S, which is defined as
S(t)=Pr(T>t); t is some unit time and T is random variable denoting the time of death whereas Pr stands
for probability, if S(0)=1 or less than 1 than there is a possibility of immediate death or model
failure.[7][8]
The mean residual life function (mrlf) of a subject is defined as the expected remaining lifetime of the
subject given that the subject has survived up to a given time[9].There are two types of analysis in this
regards one is medical or biological science and other one is engineering. In medical research it is known
as survival analysis which begins with start of treatment to the occurrence of a particular condition or of
death in contrary in engineering it is concerned with reliability and the analysis of failure times that is
how long a component can be used until it fails[9][10][11]. In this research the survivor function is
explained by the following data. Age as covariate function (5,1,49) the first variable is 5 which is
observation up to five months, 1 means subject died so sensor c=1 , 49 is the age at the time of enrolment
, in the triplet two the data will be (6,0,35) means subject is still alive. Now this study can take sensor data
as  or conditional probability and the relationship is as follows f(t, ,x) =
∆ → {F(t+t, ,x)-F (t,
,x)/ t}[12][13][14][15]. For example the death time is 5 months, the number of risk is n2=4 and the
number of death (d)=1, so the estimated conditional probability is
(4) =(4-1)/4=0.75
Further (5) =1.0*(4/5)*(3/4)=0.6 also
(6) =1.0*(4/5)*(3/4)*(2/3)=0.6
(22) =1.0*(4/5)*(3/4)*(2/3)…….=0.0
The survivor function shows no subject will survive after 22 months[16][17][18][19][20]
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Table 1

Time(t)

1 Day

1Week

42 Days

70 Days

Hrs

24 Hrs

168Hrs

1008Hrs

1680

1

9899

9739

7891

5637

4469

X1

2

21397

19739

17894

15603

12401

X2

S.No

Sno

f(x)

2f(x)

3f(x)

4f(x)

Treatment
Method

5f(x)

Time

1

00PM

9899
-160

2

24

9739

1688
-1848

3

168

7891

4

1008

5637

1282
-406

-2254

210
1492

1086
-1168

5

1680

4469

Sno
1

Time

f(x)

00PM

2137

2f(x)

3f(x)

4f(x)

5f(x)

17602

2

24

19739

19447
-1845

3

168

17894

4

1008

15603

19001
-446

-2291

19466
-465

-911
-3202

5

1680

12401

Here you may see the medicine X2 cure rate is significantly higher than the previous one X1
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Figure 2 Tumor cells estimations.

2. ALGORITHM
7 Tesla provides high quality medical images for cancer estimation rate. Algorithm of this system is given
below:
Step1.Load Dicom Images I1 (MRI ).
Step2. Get Image (MxN).
Step3.Load Dicom Images I2 (MRI ).
Step4. Get Image (MxN).
Step5. Select ROI of I1& I2.
Step6. Save MI1: = I1 and MI2 : = I2
Step7. Applying FILTERS
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7.1 Gaussian Filter to un sharp

7.2 Applying Multidimensional Image Filtering

7.3 Save MI1Filtered : = MI1 and MI2Filtered : = MI2
Step8.Compare Filtered Images with Original Images
Img1 =img subtract.(MI1Filtered , I1)
J1 = Inverse.(Img1);
SHOW Image.(J1)
SHOW Image.(I1)
And
Img2 =image subtract.(MI2Filtered , I2)
J2 = Inverse.(Img2);
SHOW Image.(J2)
SHOW Image.(I2)
Step9.LOOP
SAVE MI1Filtered& MI2Filtered
ImageDiff =image subtract.(MI2Filtered , MI1Filtered)
ExactDiff =MAP.(ImgDiff , MI2Filtered)
REM: %How much change at bit level
CALCULATE
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Result=Number of Non Zero.(ExtDiff)
CALCULATE PERCENTAGE
[M,N]= Size of Img.(Result)
Percent= (Result/(M*N))*100

ELSE

SAVE I1 and I2
ImageDiff =image subtract.(I2 , MI1)
ExactDiff =MAP.(ImgDiff , I2)
REM: %How much change at bit level
CALCULATE
Result=Number of Non-Zero.(ExtDiff)
CALCULATE PERCENTAGE
[M,N]= Size of Img.(Result)
Percent%= (Result/(M*N))*100
Step10.
SHOW IMAGES
CALCULATE the difference.

The proposed work depicts the impact of medicine on tumor cell ,7 Tesla MRI shows the exact size of
tumor cell and tells the physician either is increasing or decreasing. Seven Tesla imaging improves the
medical imaging in following ways:
(1) Full body high resolution high spectroscopy is possible from head to feat.
(2) Bright MRI images or smart images can be taken.
(3) Seven Tesla imaging is ultra-fast either its MRI or angiography
(4) This application is best for neurosciences imaging as well.
(5) Resonance can be changed to get the desired results.
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(6) Medical science is currently practicing 4Tesla for high and accurate results 7Tesla is used for animal
spectroscopy scientist used 9.4 Tesla [21][22][23][24]
b) Calculating Cancer equation

The Matrix of tumor is as follows
648576.25 a+1104.5 b+ 4 c = 2934
419917824a+648576.25b+1104.5c=887641.5
2.85535E+11 a+419917824b+648576.25c=2.85535E+11
Now the equation of cancer is as follows
0.0002X2-0.1726X+7.7385=0
The aforementioned equation is the equation of cancer of a patient, by using time interval user can see the
cure rate the following graph shows the cancer condition graphically. The following graphs depicts the
patient tumor condition which is steadily increasing .It’s also a forecast for physician to change the
treatment method[16][17][18][25].
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Figure 3 Growth of Tumor cells using proposed cancer function.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The principle of period monitoring is shown to be analogous to the well-established use of period life
tables in the field of cancer treatment. Computational realization of period monitoring can be achieved
with simple modifications of standard survival analysis techniques, 7Tesla MRI provides clear and bright
images for cancer interval monitoring. Compared with traditional methods of monitoring survival, period
monitoring can advance detection of changes in cumulative survival considerably [26][27]. Despite some
limitations with respect to the ease of data interpretation, period monitoring offers a useful supplement to
existing methods of monitoring patient survival. This study depicts spatial forward mapping (GMPLS)
among 7 Tesla MRI images and shows the results by our newly proposed algorithm which is based
Newton difference of quotient, filters, edge detection using Prewitt, canny, related comparison [28].
Research saves data w-r-t time and proposes a mathematical model for each cancer. We have tested
twenty five plus samples, brain tumors and breast cancers are the main area of our research. This research
tells the physician whether his treatment is going in the right direction or not. Accuracy is the main tool of
success that’s why this study proposes 7 Tesla MRI to get the best images for the best results.
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